From: "Thomas Buschatzke <tbuschatzke@azwater.gov>" <tbuschatzke@azwater.gov>
Sent: Wed, 11 Nov 2015 02:20:51 +0000
To: Jordan Rose
CC: Rebekah Castaneda
Subject: Re: Saudi Alfalfa Op Ed thank you

Jordan

Thank you for the kind words. I know certain parties will continue to push at us on this. It is worthwhile to have the discussion you suggest please work with Colleen Lane my assistant

Aljezeera USA interviewed me this morning. I think it runs tomorrow night at 6:30.

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 10, 2015, at 9:25 AM, Jordan Rose <jrose@roselawgroup.com> wrote:

Director Buschatzke – I represent Fondomonte Arizona and just wanted to thank you for the opinion you expressed about their operation in today's Op-Ed. If you think it would be productive, I am happy to set up a meeting or a call with you and your staff to discuss the La Paz situation. As you mentioned in your Op-Ed, they are farming on a long existing farm and in fact they have spent millions of dollars to install the most technologically advanced irrigation systems in order to be long term sustainable. Let me know if you would like more information or to discuss further and thank you again. Jordan.

Jordan R. Rose
ROSE LAW GROUP
7144 E Stetson Drive, Suite 300
Scottsdale Arizona 85251
Direct: 480.505.3939
Fax: 480.505.3925
Mobile: [REDACTED]
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The information contained in this message is privileged and confidential. It is intended only to be read by the individual or entity named above or their designee. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are on notice that any distribution of this message, in any form is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone at 480.505.3939 or by fax 480.505.3925 and delete or destroy any copy of this message. Thank you.